Ammunitions Catalog

120mm Sabot training round
Rounds are used by instructors to provide Soldiers
training in ammunition identification, experience in
handling, and chambering of the service rounds in a
manner to stress safety and avoid damage to service
projectiles.

M203 plastic inert round
For the M203 Launcher

DVC# 17-107
PN: 691001C067643

DVC# T09-130
PN: 691001C117469

120mm training round, HEAT-MP-T
Rounds are used by instructors to provide Soldiers
training in ammunition identification, experience in
handling, and chambering of the service rounds in a
manner to stress safety and avoid damage to service
projectiles.
DVC# 17-108
PN: 691001C067645

Crater charge
Inert
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Shape charge, 40#
INERT

Trip wire spool

Shape charge, 15#
INERT

M605 fuze

C4 blocks, M112
Inert
DVC# T05-065
PN: 691001T001822
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155mm dummy projectile
DVC# T09-144
PN: 691001T000880

MOD pack mine system (MOPMS)
The M136 MOPMS Training Dispenser is the
trainer for the M131 MOPMS Ground Dispenser
and Mine. It is used to demo operation and
maintenance procedures.
DVC# 05-20
NSN: 6920011629380

Anti-personnel breaching system
To provide the soldier with a classroom training aid
as well as afield training aid for use in collective
training environment.
DVC# 05-103/1
NSN: 1375015093981

Sweep monitoring system
The Sweep Monitoring System (SMS) is a training
device for training any MOS that is currently
required to operate the AN/PSS-12. Device records
and evaluates technique of operation of the mine
sweeper.
DVC# 05-105
NSN: 6665015314689
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M14, anti-personnel mine
INERT
Training Target Set
Mine target set for use with the SMS and unit
owned mine sweepers.
DVC# 05-105
NSN: 6665015314689

M15, anti-tank mine
INERT

UXO bomb / grenade
A set of plastic and metal replicas of explosive
ordnance items for training purposes. The items are
divided into one of the four types: dropped,
projected, thrown, and placed. They are designed to
be used for classroom and outdoor instruction for
unexploded ordnance (UXO) training. The items
will be issued separately; this is not designed to be
issued as a "package."

M16A1 anti-personnel mine
INERT
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M19, anti-tank mine
INERT

Placed training mine kit
Kit used to demonstrate and practice arming and
disarming procedures of mines and booby traps.
DVC# T05-041
PN: 691001C066629

M21 anti-tank mine
INERT

Spider Training Device
This device is used for training on the SPYDER
Device.

Combination mine
M-21 Mine with tilt rod set up.

DVC# 05-22
NSN: 6920015687847

